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Photographic research into the habitation of the
American desert landscape
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Dinosaur Dust was an artist’s book of photographs produced by
Zoe Childerley and published by Another Place Press in 2020
(68 pages, 200 x 260mm).
The publication developed out of a residency programme in 2014 with
Joshua Tree Highlands Artist Residency (JTHAR) and subsequent visits in
2015 and 2019. The research process included mixed media methods —
photography, drawing and mapping — and the publication was the result
of investigation through photography, interviews and the collection of
historical data.
An early work-in-progress display at Joshua Tree Art Gallery (2014)
was part of the iterative development leading to the selection and
development of photographic works and the final publication. Preemptive examples of the photography were printed alongside articles
in the Independent on Sunday (Watts, 2016), Burn Magazine (October
2016) and the magazine Vision China (March and April, 2017).
The work draws on and contributes to the genre of documentary fiction,
using photographic documentary tropes to test the veracity of the image
to tell new stories and make new myths.
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Work-in-progress display,
‘Dinosaur Dust’, Joshua Tree Art
Gallery, California, USA
Included mixed media and maps
and was curated to recognise
and explore the geographies and
human relationships inherent in
the research
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The output and its process of development
questioned the relationship between self
and environment for the inhabitants of the
American western desert, people who have
chosen to live in an inhospitable and
extreme landscape.
It also asked whether this genre of photography was
particularly appropriate to reveal the plight of human
habitation in environments associated with stark and
dramatic landscapes.
Childerley writes: ‘Now that everywhere has been
conquered and exhausted, people are heading back
inland in search of themselves and the so-called
wilderness … These desert communities offer the
opportunity to begin again, providing a blank slate of
sorts for people attracted to this fragile environment,
to make a new life in a merciless clime that is not
nearly as empty as it looks’ (Childerley, 2020).
Specific questions which governed the research
process were:
•

How do we understand and represent the
relationships between the inhabitants, the
mythology of the American desert landscape
and their experience of the environment in
which they have chosen to live? To what extent
is this knowledge accessed and communicated
through mixed media photography?

•

How might the American western desert
community be presented in a new way,
through mixed media making, that probes their
perceptions of exile and the edge?

•

How can photography use archetypal imagery as
a tool to challenge existing ideas of wilderness
and the desert and will this carry though to
viewers of exhibitions and publication?
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RESEARCH CONTEXT
Childerley has worked long term with
questions as to how landscape shapes society
and how ‘place’ is constituted, deconstructed,
augmented, discussed, experienced. This
specific set of interests and experience led
to the 2014 Joshua Tree Highlands Artist
Residency (JTHAR).
Dinosaur Dust sits within the emerging genre of
documentary fiction or ‘crooked documentary;’ this
is the conscious exploration of the nuance of story
that operates in ‘factual’ photographic practices and
which puts responsibility on the autonomy of the
photographer.
As such the photographic practice used established
documentary tropes to test the boundaries at which
‘crooked documentary’ is able to reveal new truths.
This approach challenges the veracity of the image to
tell new stories and make new myths and joined the
debate as to how photography functions. Specifically,
Dinosaur Dust drew upon the long-established myths
and tropes that gave the American desert its place in
contemporary visual culture. In particular, it used the
language of nineteenth-century survey, which used
photography to create a record of colonial expansion
into the American West. The desert provides the
backdrop for the search for the last ‘authentic’
wilderness in America and sits within a global context
of climate anxiety and the Anthropocene.
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RESEARCH PROCESS
Made with the community based around the
edge of Joshua Tree National Park, California,
Childerley refined her initial research questions
among people who had been drawn to the
extreme landscape, recognising relationships
between them, their landscape and the visual
history of that environment.

Our view of the desert is a cultural construct. Working
with myths means showing people how things in their
lives relate to things that happened in the past and
the stories we have told without collapsing into one
another.
I experience the desert as a physical embodiment of
that exchange between the new and the old - civilised
and uncivilised. Roots of the ‘wilderness’ outside of
civilisation are on the outer edges.

Methods included making still and moving
image work, conducting interviews and collating
historical data, particularly that connected to human
geography and the cultural mythology of the region.

The desert is an edge, you feel like you can do
anything here because it’s big, empty.

An understanding of mythology in the context of the
desert, wilderness and the expansion of the American
West provided a backdrop to investigate the legacy
of those mythologies. These preparatory studies took
the form of secondary research and collaboration
with mythologist Dr Catherine Svehla, an expert in
the region. Interviews addressed the question of
how residents understand and express fluctuations in
national and cultural identity, using visual cartography
to open up conversation about perceived identities,
notions of nationhood, landscape and belonging in
the twenty-first century.

I’ve always been deliberately on the margin and for
me to live in a place that represents that in people’s
imagination has been important to my work. There
is a unity here for me about who I am and how I will
work. Being in the desert on the margin, outside of
the things. Joshua tree is very much an idea, as most
things on the edge are - this is the edge of the middle
of nowhere to some people. A metaphor for isolation,
asceticism, temptation and death.
Dr Catherine Svehla, desert mythologist
There are no boundaries and few fences so our minds
operate like sonar, thoughts don’t bounce back here
they go on long out into the ether.
Travis Puglisi, Joshua Tree National Park guide

The photographic practice was based on
observations of encounters between people and
nature, playing with light, impermanence and the
faculties of seeing.

Many different plants and animals exist out here and
there is a grace and beauty to the ways that they cope
with the extremes.

Childerley also integrated drawing into this practice
bringing another level of artifice and interpretation
in order to create an intimate portrait of a peripheral
and charismatic community of the high desert
while referencing the concept of the sublime and
the inexplicable seduction of the abyss. This, along
with the interviews conducted at the Joshua Tree
National Park, informed the direction of subsequent
photography and the collection of images used in
the 2020 publication.

I think it’s the distance that scares people, fear of
being lost in distance, but when I try to live in the city,
I lose myself. Even though I need water, shelter, air
conditioning to live here my heart feels more at ease
in the desert.
Chris Clark, nature writer
People wonder why coyotes are in their
neighbourhoods, it’s because we moved into theirs.
Linda Wahl, member of the Ojibwe

Samples of interview responses included the
following:
There’s a closeness to the land into the sky here. It’s
a place where you’re very conscious of being on the
planet, seeing the stars at night, the moon come up,
the sunsets.
Ted Quinn, community organiser and musician
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RESEARCH INSIGHTS

From Dinosaur Dust

Dinosaur Dust recognised the narrative potential of
photography in relation to its abstract capacities, and the
subsequent exhibition challenged audiences with a distorted
reality that was simultaneously uncanny and unknowable.
Through interviews and image making, Childerley gained insight into
what draws people to an extreme landscape and expressed this by
making visible the encounters between people and environment.
She drew on the extremes of light, working with the contrast of the
black of the night and the blinding light of the day, recognising and
communicating their role in the narrative potential of photography in
relation to its abstract capacities.
This research contributes new work to the field of documentary fiction
in contemporary visual art practice, drawing on the histories of desert
imagery in American culture, together with mythological motifs and
Jungian archetypes. The images exhibited and published reflect the
experiences and perceptions of the Mojave Desert dwellers, their
spiritual relationships with the desert, a seemingly infinite landscape that
serves as a powerful incarnation of the ‘natural’.
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DISSEMINATION

Accrete with nature
Vision China magazine, 2017

Dinosaur Dust was published in 2020, with selected
photographs first appearing in magazines. The initial residency
work was shortlisted for the Burn Emerging Photographer Fund
in 2016 and published in Burn magazine. It was also featured as
a photo essay in Vision China magazine (2017) and for an article
in the Independent on Sunday (2016).
The research received funding of £12,000 from Joshua Tree Highlands
Artist Residency (JTHAR) and Another Place publishing. Childerley
presented work-in-progress on site at the Joshua Tree Art Gallery in July
2014, using the exhibition of works, drawings and texts to progress the
research.
Reviews included Joe Lloyd in the British Journal of Photography and
Gerry Brakus in the New Statesman, where Dinosaur Dust was named as
a book of the year.
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British Journal of Photography
Lloyd, J. (2020)
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